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following the rise of synthwave and vaporwave, the cyberpunk genre is also experiencing a resurgence. almost all of this resurgence
can be attributed to the cyberpunk 2077 video game that is due out at the end of this year. we decided to put together a list of after

effects plugins that are perfect for creating cyberpunk-inspired visuals. several of the plugins are even free! plexus is a next-gen
particle engine for after effects that lets you create, manipulate, and visualize data in a procedural manner. not only you can render the

particles, but also create all sorts of interesting relationships between them based on various parameters. if you use a matte layer in
your composites, and you happen to go into a full screen display mode while working, your image will turn black. the idea behind this is
to protect your image from being overwritten by the black border. black matte will keep your matte layer visible even when you go into

full screen display mode. it's a handy plugin, especially if you use it in conjunction with dual matte. datadrive is a very interesting
addition to the glitching world. datadrive is one of the few effects that can create a beautiful glitch on a black background. this is a

great effect to use on some of those odd youtube videos that have a black background. datasnoop is a useful tool if you are looking for
a way to make your video jump around. if you are looking for more than just an audio glitch, this is a useful plugin that allows you to

add all kinds of effects and transformations to your sound. some of the effects include: flipping sounds, creating a roll, smoothing
effects, adding pitch shifts, and much more.
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